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In the bathroom, in the living room or on the terrace… designed by EOOS, 

Sundeck can be set up wherever there is a hot water connection. The practical 

cover keeps the bathwater at a desirable temperature. But there’s more: it folds 

together to become a comfortable headrest and can be closed to create a relaxing 

lounger.  

Design by EOOS

Sundeck
An all-in-one bathtub, lounger and wellness 

source: Sundeck for twice the amount of relaxation 

– both indoors and out.
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The free-standing version of Sundeck is available as a single-seater (190 x 

90 cm) and two-seater with two sloping backrests (210 x 90 cm). Tub panel-

ling is available in a choice of eight real wood or wood décor veneers.
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(1) The upholstered cover folded together to form a headrest. (2) The whirlpool and color pro-

grams can be operated by remote control. (3) The hand-sewn white cushions and neck rolls 

make for additional comfort. (4) An upholstered white fabric step (109 x 28 x 14 cm) makes it 

easier to get into the bath. (small picture) When Sundeck is installed outdoors, a tarpaulin keeps 

the tub and the water clean.
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Sundeck

Indoors, Sundeck also provides the ultimate vacation-like retreat: 

shown here with real wood Macassar veneer panelling.
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       More information about Sundeck

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 353

Extras that do you good >page 226

Bathtub features  >page 268

 

For those who prefer to install the tub in their 

own unique way, Sundeck is available as a built-

in tub, shown here as a two-seater with two 

sloping backrests, 190 x 90 cm. A single-seater, 

190 x 90 cm, and an XL two-seater, 210 x 90 cm, 

are also available as built-in versions. And for 

those who would like to experience something 

more when bathing, the optional Duravit whirl-

pool systems and LED colored lights are avail-

able for all versions. (small picture) Sundeck as 

a lounger with closed cover. 
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